
Beat: Politics

MEDEF offered itself a guest star: the prime minister
Manuel Valls loves the Companies

Paris, 10.09.2014, 15:03 Time

USPA NEWS - MEDEF meaning "Movement of enterprises of France" celebrated its summer school in late August as the optimism to
come: "France that wins in a changing world" !
Pierre Gattaz the 'CEO has gathered guests, business leaders from the left and/or right to discuss, debate, propose, and look to the
future

The French Prime Minister, Manuel Valls, left wing member of Socialist Party made his now legendary statement d'amour facing the
audience, who applauded with a standing ovation. "I LOVE THE ENTERPRISE", he said.
Never in the past, no left wing prime minister had never taken the risk and dared saying his affection to the entrepreneurship. The
latter deserved attention that shows his "love", but also his interest. It is a parallel action as the PM's own function of leading the
government, such as a company to manage. This statement comes as the French government had to live a very hectic week with the
triple resignation of Benoit Hamon (Minister of Education), Aurélie Filipetti (Minister of Culture) and Arnaud Montebourg (Minister of
Economy and recovery productive). The latter, impetuous and dissident had initiated the rebellion within his own party at the "Festival
of the Rose" (Article http://www.uspa24.com/bericht-2623/the-effect-of-a-bomb-a-phrase-of-arnaud-montebourg.html). Immediately
after being substituted by Emmanuel Macron (Ex banker at Rothschild) it has caused a stir about his membership in the "Apparchik of
finance" who was defended by the Prime minister in his speech. He, thus affirmed his choice in this financial member, defending him
"There is no harm in recruiting a financial trader to the Ministry of Economy."
(Article http://www.uspa24.com/bericht-2622/the-french-minister-of-economy-resigns.html).

The flame lit for businesses and employers, could not be better come in handy: When Manuel Valls explained that has to stop this
opposition "Systematically oppose the State Trustees for it promises" and let him trusted "To redress the balance and to create jobs".
The Social Liberal attitude of the PM, to the end of his speech, skillfully takes both to boost the morale of the French (Following the
publication of unemployment figures with a record rate of 11.9%), along with the affirmation of its governmental authority. Indeed, he
also discreetly "responds" to the rebellious ministers and indirectly the slingers. Alongside, Pierre Gattaz welcomes Manuel Valls and
confirming his "courage and his clarity".
A good exchange process like the Covenant of Responsibility, advocated by the President of the Republic and supported by Prime
Minister for a proposed "$ 40 billion in tax credits granted by the state to the companies in exchange for 1 million job created in 5
years. "The head of government also says it's not about gifts to patrons and that friendly measure of favourable to the country and is
necessary and can not wait to see quick results. Pierre Gattaz, CEO of the MEDEF, explains by figures that the Tax Credit Competitive
Employment (TCCE), should be completed with 5 other billion on lower wages to 2.5 of the minimum wage and the rest on higher
wages. . In other words it is € 30 billion.

He also details a striking suppression of contributions to the family branch of social security of € 30 billion over 3 years, that means a
lower taxes of € 50 billion in 2020, a decrease of contributions and taxes of € 116 million in 2020.

Social thresholds required by the Patrons, is a part of the negotiations on the table of the Pact Responsibility unsuitable to the
unionists It is the opportunity to elect delegates and staff including the works council for health and safety beyond 10 employees, is
considered a constraint for some employers who already feel overwhelmed by the administrative and legal barriers. Denis Kessler,
(Former Vice President of MEDEF) illustrates this constraint by giving an example: "Reading the code of the Swiss Labour may be
done during a round-trip Paris-Zurich, opposed to 367 times needed for the distance Paris-Zurich to browse the French Code of work !
A comparison that was applauded by the audience with a forced laugh... It should be noted that Denis Kessler (guest at the roundtable
on the second day), researcher, economist and head of the company Scor he recovers is a highly respectable expert in the business
world.
He was elected "Industry Personality of the Year 2008 " by the jury of "Worldwide Reinsurance Awards "an officer for his contribution
to the field of insurance and reinsurance.
Denis Kessler, Chairman and CEO of SCORE and leading figure of the insurance industry and reinsurance, is the latest to have



predicted dire consequences for Solvency II as currently conceived He wrote a book in 2007 against the law of 35 hours, an exception
to the French "After 15 years of disappointed hopes it is time to abolish the 35 hours."
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